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HEALTH PHYSICS SOCIETY VIRTUAL
WORKSHOP: EARN YOUR CONTINUING
EDUCATION CREDITS FROM HOME!
Dan Sowers, CHP Corner Editor

Stop biting your nails about earning continuing
education credits (CEC) this year towards
recertification! You can still rack up a bunch of
CECs and polish your health physics knowledge
through the Health Physics Society’s upcoming
Virtual Workshop. Their website at HPS.org
contains all the details, program, and registration
portal.
The earning of CECs through this Virtual Workshop
is the same as in the past. No credit will be awarded
for business meetings, committee meetings, or award
ceremonies. Each of the technical workshops that
you participate in will be granted hour for hour
credit. The Professional Enrichment Program (PEP)
courses will be offered the same number of credits (4
per PEP) as if they were held in person.
Lots of folks worked lots of extra hours to bring this
Virtual Workshop to life. We thank all the members
who made this possible!

Email: dsowers430@gmail.com
Email: mzittle@uw.edu

CALL FOR FUTURE
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Dan Sowers, CHP Corner Editor

The replies have been unanimous: the Academy
members want more CHP in the Spotlight articles.
To be a CHP in the Spotlight, Mike and I just need a
referral from a peer, colleague, boss, or other
connection to get the ball rolling. We’ll take care of
the article’s writing and shining some well-deserved
recognition on that CHP.
Maybe you know someone doing their part in
mentoring upcoming health physicists; maybe a team
member is putting in extra hours on a worthy
committee; maybe you would just like to recognize
the superb daily work your coworker performs. Send
an email to Mike and me and we’ll take it from there!
Thanks in advance!

